
Dear :owl, 	
7/3/67 

make for the good advice. As you can eve, I gave it to myself with 
Midgley. Could I be any cooler? To Variety, I felt it inairropripte to 
be that cool. It is no man who 'comes home_to find his wife being abused 
by a stranger and says "pardon me", uiless it is for the administration 
of a better blow. 

There will be no one from CBS to debate me, I wish there mould be. 
Perheps that will help with your people, if they are influenced by the 
adverse CBS opinions, Their critical conclusions were those I first 
expressed, those specific things they went into, even when credited to 
others, were mine. Even that bit on the FBI "autopsy" report, is mine, 
stolen, as Paul Hoch can tell you. I directed him to it in confidence, 
he let others have it not for use, and the next thing we knew it was in 
the back of 1-Opkints and Epstein's books. Neither one understood it, as 
Casual examination of the autopsy chapter of W II shows. 

With CBS I should be cool. With:eVerIone else I am looking for a 
fight. It is unmanly not to. People will be suspicious if they know the 
truth and find me uncamplaining. I figh”leen, though. 

Id you have seen Variety or spoken to zAny ordinary people who took the 
time to think, you know CBS did get h kickback, They did, as I predicted 
in advance, help usg ,Their defense was no defense, and it makes people 
suspicious. The worst thing they all coulj have done was gang up. That 
makes it too obvious. 

the time you get this you should have seen the new book. I have no 
right to expect anything from the press, but I think I'll make a kind of 
breakthrough with it. Coming directly on top of all this intelleetuat 
finkery, it should do some good. It cannot be anewe:ed honeatty. But it 
depends on the attention I get. 

When you and hery have read the enclosed, please return them. Copy if ,ou 
would like to,..I have asked "fairness" time of CBS and accused NBC of 
trying to plant bad information with Garrison through me (I have a tape 
of it; it happened). I then sent Garrison a copy of the Utter and told 
him if it is appropriate, to give the letternto the judge. ' Then I said 
if the judge wants me to come down, I will, 

Exposure in the mountain states is something I've had least of. I  look for 
forward to hearing from 103L, 

For your movie oats, if they fear, let me make thisesuggestiona let then 
get a studio, invite all the CBS people they mention the Commission 
people they can, and a decent moderator, like Harv, to give me half of a 
afir Shake, and let them gang up, on the CIS thing, the Report, my books, 
or any combination. We can sown establish who has fact, who speskes with' 
truth, who is right, Of course, there will be no acceptances. But the 
offer may be persuasive. Note that where they do not misquote, the AP 
technique is that of its, making me thing both lave the same inspira-
tion: Lane and 1:;esiberg say, or Epstein and Weisberg say, end they for,. 
get about what Weisberg is supposed to have said and doesn't and limit the 
themselves to wilt they allege the others said....Looking forNard to hearing 
lug from Harve. elease on new book 7/10, his first beck. Best 


